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Lori Palmer is the new girl at Bay Water High, where

students prize glossy hair, beach bodies, and school spirit

above all else. She misses her old school—where her talent

as an artist carried more weight than she does—and longs

for her old family life, before her parents got divorced and

her mom reinvented herself. 

So Lori decides that the only way to survive the rest of the

year is to blend into the background, but her plans go awry

when she discovers that the most popular (and hottest) guy

at Bay Water High, Jake, is a volunteer at her brother’s

school. When her brother befriends Jake’s sister, Lori is

suddenly thrust into his unfamiliar and exhilarating world of

water polo, parties, and stargazing. 

 

But with her relationship with her mother deteriorating, old

anxieties resurface and Lori finds a new artistic release that

unknowingly ignites a powerful movement. When the

authorities start asking questions, Lori realizes that finding

her voice might have gotten her into a world of trouble…but

sometimes standing up for what you believe in is as

important as standing up for yourself.

Big Boned

by Jo Watson
270K Reads

Can she be herself in a one-size-fits-all

world?

@JOWATSON_101

Jo Watson is the bestselling author of nine romantic comedies that were originally published on

Wattpad and have now been translated into six different languages. Her first novel, Burning Moon, won

a 2014 Watty Award for being one of the site’s most read titles and she has since accumulated over 50

million reads on the platform. Jo is a Depeche Mode devotee and lives with her husband and son in

South Africa.

YA Coming of age YAF058090 YAF052060 YAF018070

coming of age, romance, comedy, family, mental health

ISBN: 9781989365298

September 21, 2021

$17.99/$22.99

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 392 pp



The Blood Bell tolls, marking the death of the pirate king and

the start of the Trials—a heart-stopping competition where the

reward is the Bone Crown. Only one contender can claim the

coveted island throne; each will gamble life and limb to win.

Captain. Sister. Maiden.

Csilla Abado yearns to prove her strength to the seasoned

pirates who balk at her youth and to her elder sister who has

always craved Csilla’s captainship. She will risk everything to

become the first pirate queen, no matter the cost. 

Dealer. Son. Legacy.

Kane Blackwater wants to leave behind the dirty gold and

shady trades he’s made to keep his father’s ship, the Iron

Jewel, alive. The Trials represent a new beginning—yet rumors

of a secret heir are swirling, threatening his hopes of becoming

the pirate king.

Stowaway. Daughter. Storm.

Lorelei Penny longs for nothing more than to avenge her

mother’s death. Stowing away on the Iron Jewel was supposed

to get her closer to the killer, but instead she finds herself

caught up in the deadly battle where loyalty and desire collide. 

Csilla. Kane. Lorelei. Each on a mission. The sea, however, has

other plans. Dark tides are rising, and if they aren’t careful,

they’ll surely drown.  

Crossbones

by Kimberly Vale

1.3M Reads

Never trust a pirate.

@KARATECHOP

Kimberly Vale is a reader, a bit of a hopeless romantic, and started writing on Wattpad as a teen. In

the years since then, she has accumulated millions of reads online and has volunteered her time to

mentorship programs and other efforts in the writing community. With a BA in Education, Kimberly

teaches remediation and dyslexia intervention in public schools and lives in Arkansas with her

husband, two children, and two dogs. 

Young Adult Fiction / Action Adventure YAF001010 YAF019030 YAF052050

pirates, fantasy, romance, adventure

ISBN: 9781989365793

October 5, 2021

$17.99/$22.99

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp



Heartsick from the death of his mother and heartsore from

breaking up with his girlfriend, Dudley Warrington is barely

getting by.  

Eccentric with mad style, Naya’s had straight As since the

seventh grade, and when she makes a pinky promise, she

means it. 

Both find themselves at Salvation Hill Nursing Home,

volunteering during their summer break. There they meet

Marie Von Delden—a former aspiring poet with a mysterious

backstory. As Dudley and Naya read through Marie’s poems,

they begin to unravel Marie’s past . . . and discover their own

future. 

Inspired by a true story, Warona Jolomba shares a tale of

love and loss, and a bond that forms in the unlikeliest of

places.

Rest Easy

by Warona Jolomba

357K Reads

Words have the power to heal.

@WARONAJOLOMBA

Warona Jolomba's lifelong passion for storytelling was further ignited by her first writing accolade, aged sixteen.

Since then, she has won two Watty Awards and was a finalist in Penguin's WriteNow editorial scheme. Her works

include Rest Easy, which has garnered over 350,000 reads on Wattpad and will be her debut novel. When she's

not working on her PhD in creative writing, she's reading or painting portraits in her home in South East London.

Young Adult Fiction YAF011000 YAF014000 YAF023010

coming of age, diverse, health, illness

ISBN: 9781989365953

October 26, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp



Jessica Cunsolo’s epic romance that began in She’s With Me

comes to a heart-stopping conclusion. 

Love has never been easy for Amelia Collins and Aiden

Parker. They’ve faced every imaginable challenge: car

wrecks, stalker attacks, evil fathers, wicked rivals, falling for

each other, and finally giving in to their feelings. 

So it’s no surprise that just as Aiden and Amelia begin to plan

their future, a new threat emerges that could destroy

everything. As Amelia once again attempts to protect those

she loves, she inadvertently leaves a trail of clues behind, and

her stalker is hot on her trail.

Faced with an impossible choice between love and survival,

Amelia and Aiden’s devotion to each other is tested like never

before. But it may be no match for a cold-blooded killer.

The thrilling finale in the With Me series is sure to take your

breath away...

Still With Me

by Jessica Cunsolo
21.4M Reads

Together...until the very end

@AVAVIOLET

Jessica Cunsolo's young adult series, With Me, has amassed over one hundred million reads on

Wattpad since she posted her first story, She's With Me, on the platform in 2015. The novel has since

won a 2016 Watty Award for Best Teen Fiction, and has been published in French by Hachette

Romans, in Spanish by Grupo Planeta, and in English by Wattpad Books. Jessica lives with her dog,

Leo, just outside of Toronto, where she enjoys the outdoors and transforming her real-life awkward

situations into plotlines for her viral stories.

YA Romance YAF052020 YAF062000 YAF011000

romance, thriller, suspense, coming of age

ISBN: 9781989365694

November 23, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

Cover not final



Ara . . . I made a mistake, we all did . . . go back to the

beginning . . . it’s not too late.

As the only female to survive the devastating virus, Ara

hasn’t seen another human in months—not since her father

disappeared. The plague has swept away humanity, and

Ara’s world is desolate, haunted by the ghosts of her former

life. Her mother. Her sister. 

Kaden and his crew live by a code: stay alert, stay alive.

When they catch Ara stealing from them, they are furious—

and confused. She is the first girl they have seen in three

years. And while Kaden knows taking her captive is wrong,

he tells himself he’s doing it to protect her.

But with Ara determined to follow through on her father’s

mission—Go back to the beginning. End the plague—Kaden

becomes mesmerized by Ara’s will and beauty. He knows he

will do anything to help her, even if it tears their worlds

apart.

The Last She

by H.J. Nelson
12.8M Reads

Survival is everything. So is love.

@HJNELSON

H.J. Nelson is an Idaho native who graduated from University of Wisconsin with degrees in creative writing and

Wildlife Biology. She began writing on Wattpad in 2015, where her story The Last She was one of the most read

science fiction stories in 2016 and 2017. Since then her works have been optioned for television by Sony and

garnered over twelve million reads. She has also written for brands like General Electric, Writer's Digest, and

National Geographic. When not writing, Nelson has lived on a boat in the British Virgin Isles, worked in two zoos

and ridden an elephant through the jungles of Laos—though she considers raising two daughters her most

dangerous adventure yet.

YA Science Fiction YAF003000 YAF001000 YAF015000

postapocalyptic, action, adventure, dystopian 

ISBN: 9781989365717

December 7, 2021

$17.99/$22.99

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp



When Everest attempts suicide, no one around him

understands why. He’s the most popular boy in school—

handsome, wealthy, and captain of the football team. He had

the whole world at his fingertips, but it’s not the life he ever

wanted to live. Returning to school after his attempt, he’s

discarded by his friends and the focus of too much unwanted

attention. 

Enter Beverly. Quiet, shy, and hardworking—she focuses on

school and her part-time job to distract her from a tough

home situation. But when she stumbles on Everest in a dusty

corner of the old library, she does the one thing she swore

she never would: let someone in.

As the bond between Beverly and Everest grows, they

discover just how rich life can be when given the freedom to

just be yourself.

Saving Everest

by Sky Chase

20.8M Reads

Hope appears when you least expect it.

@UNFORTUNATELYSKY

Sky Chase is a young author who grew up in the vibrant city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She’s been telling

stories since before she could read, but when she joined Wattpad, she found a safe place to create and a platform

on which she could advocate for mental health. When Sky’s not writing, she can be found counting the

constellations from her window, scribbling song lyrics on napkins, and visiting her local animal shelter. Saving

Everest is her first novel.

Young Adult Fiction YAF058250 YAF052070 YAF011000

mental health, suicide, romance, diverse, coming of age

ISBN: 9781989365212

November 2, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 360 pp

Now Available in

Paperback!



Also available from



Tay Marley, (she/her), wears many hats: bibliophile, entrepreneur, wife, mother, and featured Wattpad author.

Her whirlwind journey on Wattpad began in 2017 and led to one hundred thousand dedicated followers, a five-

part series, and three stand-alone books, including her breakout story, The QB Bad Boy and Me, which have

amassed over forty-one million reads. She resides in New Zealand with her husband. When she isn’t writing

about confident women and their love interests, she’s teaching her three small children how to be the leads in

their own epic tales.

30.7M Reads

A QB Bad Boy novel

@TAYXWRITER

YA Contemporary YAF052020 YAF052000 YAF058040

YA fiction, teen romance, football, teen pregnancy

ISBN: 9780993689949

August 13,2019

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 384 pp

ISBN: 9781989365670

July 21,2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 336 pp

A QB love story that spans generations!

The longer Dallas tells herself she

doesn't need Dray, the quicker she

realizes it might be time to forget

what she needs and go after what

she wants.

Leroy and Ellie must discover if

their passion is enough to help

them get through what might

possibly be the greatest challenge

of their lives in the prequel to the

bestselling The QB Bad Boy and

Me.

2.2M Reads

A QB Bad Boy novel



Jessica Cunsolo's, (she/her), young adult series, With Me, has amassed over one hundred million reads on

Wattpad since she posted her first story, She's With Me, on the platform in 2015. The novel has since won a

2016 Watty Award for Best Teen Fiction, and has been published in French by Hachette Romans, in Spanish by

Grupo Planeta, and in English by Wattpad Books. Jessica lives with her dog, Leo, just outside of Toronto, where

she enjoys the outdoors and transforming her real-life awkward situations into plotlines for her viral stories.

You can find her on Twitter @AvaViolet17, on Instagram, @jesscunsolo, or on Wattpad @AvaViolet.

A new town, a new love, 

another chance to stay alive.

YA Contemporary YAF052020 YAF062000

teen fiction, teen romance, With Me series, suspense

Staying under the radar is what

keeps Amelia one step ahead of the

man who is trying to find and

destroy her.

Will Amelia, Aiden, and their friends

be strong enough to make it out of

winter break in one piece?

142M Reads

Book 1 With Me series

@AVAVIOLET

ISBN: 9781989365021

January 7, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 328 pp

ISBN: 9781989365311

December 1, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 312 pp

48.2M Reads

Book 2 With Me series

 Optioned for TV by

Sony Television



V.S. Santoni, (he/him, they/them), is a Latinx, gay, nonbinary guy who spends way too much time daydreaming.

When he isn’t thinking up queer dreampunk stories and scouring YouTube for retro-anime movies, he’s sobbing

to sad, old punk songs with his best friend, a Chihuahua named Darla. He lives in Nashville with his husband.

YAF019000 YAF019050 YAF031000

teen fiction, fantasy, LGBTQIA+, magic, Latinx

675K Reads

Book 1 I’m a Gay Wizard series

@VSSANTONI

ISBN: 9780993689901

October 29, 2019

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 368pp

ISBN: 9781989365366

October 27, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 280pp

You do magic once, and it sticks to

you like glitter glue…

When Johnny and his best friend,

Alison, pass their summer

holidays dabbling in magic, they

never expect it to have

consequences.

Johnny and his friends discover

that they’re in Dreamhaven—the

Marduk Institute’s mystical prison

for wizards—and they’re trapped.

71.3K Reads

Book 2 I’m a Gay Wizard series

LGBTQIA+



Deanna Cameron began posting her stories on Wattpad under the pseudonym LyssFrom1996, when she was

just sixteen years old. Since then her debut novel, What Happened That Night, has been published in North

America and France, after gaining over a million reads on Wattpad. Originally born in Canada, Deanna now

attends university in Western New York and writes in the early hours of the morning.

Chilling & twisty thrillers from

Deanna Cameron

YA Thriller Suspense YAF062000 YAF042000 YAF058030

family, murder, mystery, abuse, class differences

Bronwyn’s world is turned upside

down after learning that her mother

wasn’t actually killed in a tornado--

but was murdered. And the worst

part is that she has a gut feeling

that she knows the murderer.

Clara’s world has crumbled after the

death of golden boy Griffin Tomlin--

and the arrest of her sister for his

murder. Everyone is looking for

answers and deep inside Clara may

be the only one who holds the truth--

a shocking truth she might not be

ready to face.

137K Reads

@LYSSFROM1996

ISBN: 9781989365472

May 18, 2021

$17.99/$22.99

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

ISBN: 9781989365205

April 13, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 360 pp

1.4M Reads



Platform bestsellers

Soccer-obsessed Macy Anderson

is not impressed when she first

encounters the school’s cocky bad

boy Sam Cahill. But when Sam’s

walls start to come down, Macy

may find that she has found her

match, on and off the soccer field.

ISBN: 9781989365335

October 13, 2020

$10.99/ $14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 360pp

108M reads

YA Contemporary

YAF052020, YAF058050, 

YAF059110

ISBN 9781989365236

March 9, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

13.6M reads

Scarlet is drawn to bad-boy Elijah

because they share the same

sorrow—they’ve both lost a

brother. As they grow closer,

Elijah lets Scarlet into his

dangerous hidden life of

underground fighting and as they

both get in deeper the only way

they’ll survive is to stick together.

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, YAF058030, 

YAF037000



Katelyn Jackson can kiss her

soccer team, her friends—and her

entire summer—goodbye when

she has to follow her pop star

brother on tour. But when she

finds out the opening act is her

favorite band with the hottest lead

singer ever, tagging along might

not be so bad after all.

ISBN: 9781989365458

June 22, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 352pp

27.6M reads

YA Romance

YAF052020, YAF018070, 

YAF047030

ISBN 9781989365571

August 10, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

80.5M reads

When the star

athlete/heartthrob of Eastview

High takes a sudden interest in

remarkably average Wren

Martin all her instincts tell her to

hide. But when their undeniable

connection turns from friendship

into something more she has to

decide if love is worth letting her

guard down.

YA Romance 

YAF052020, YAF058220, 

YAF018020

Nick needs to decide if being with

the girl of his dreams is worth

breaking The Bro Code’s most

important rule of all: never date

your best bro’s sister . . .  because

he can’t have both.

ISBN: 9781989365328

September 22, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 320pp

20.7M reads

YA Contemporary

YAF052020, YAF058120,

YAF059110



Critically acclaimed

As lead reporter for The Weekly

Warrior Eden has covered her fair

share of stories at St. Joseph

Secondary. And when intimate

pictures of six female students

are anonymously emailed to the

entire school, Eden is determined

to get to the bottom of it.

ISBN 9781989365335

February 2, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 328pp

475K reads

YA Contemporary

YAF058220, YAF058040,

YAF022000

ISBN 9781989365373

September 29, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

416K reads
Soledad “Sol” Gutierrez is just

trying to keep her life together

after her mother’s deportation to

Mexico. While starting her degree

at community college Sol begins

to understand that fitting in is just

as hard as being yourself,

sometimes even harder.

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, YAF058100, 

YAF014000

"Revenge of the Sluts is sensitive

in approaching its charged topic"

—Foreword Reviews

"An earnest and timely read with

convincing stakes."

—Publishers Weekly



As young warrior princess Yenni sets

out on a journey to save her father's

life she meets Weysh, a shape shifting

dragon who believes that Yenni is his

Given—his destiny. As her feelings for

Weysh unexpectedly grow, Yenni faces

her greatest challenge—to save her

father, while also following her heart.

ISBN: 9781989365632

January 5, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 480 pp

1.2M reads

YA Fantasy

YAF019030, YAF002030,

YAF014000

ISBN 9781989365168

June 16, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 312 pp

661K reads

It’s the summer of 1955. For Ethan

Harper, a biracial kid is sent to spend

the summer with his aunt and uncle in

small-town Alabama, and no one is

shy about making it known he’s not

welcome there. Enter Juniper Jones. 

YA Contemporary

YAF058190,

YAF011000, YAF024170

"Absorbing”

—School Library Journal

"A gorgeous, memorable story that

deserves a place on both school and

public library shelves."

—School Library Journal, Starred

Review



LGBTQIA+ romance

The students at Seven Hills

boarding school are the best and

the brightest, especially when it

comes to hooking up. But these

students better watch their backs

because The Watcher will reveal

all their dirty secrets and they’ll

go from top of the class to falling

on their....

ISBN: 9781989365816

June 1, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 384 pp

2.2M reads

Young Adult Fiction / 

Romance / LGBT

YAF052040,

YAF052070, YAF054010

ISBN 9781989365250

June 30, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 288pp

566K reads

When her mother unceremoniously

dumps her at Camp Mapplewood for

the summer, Emma Lane’s hopes of

repairing their fractured relationship

are gone with the wind. Yet when

Emma draws the attention of her

illusive and attractive camp

counselor Vivian Black, she has to

come to terms with the fact that how

her summer starts isn’t necessarily

how it might end.

Young Adult Fiction / 

Romance / LGBT

YAF052040, YAF059030,

YAF058020



Unassuming outcast Elliot Goldman is

just trying to get through his final year

of high school—until he meets his new

lab partner, Jordan Hughes. Sweet,

charming, and charismatic, Jordan

opens Elliot’s eyes to the possibilities

around him, and gives him butterflies

like nobody’s business. Together they

celebrate who they are in this

heartwarming exploration of what it

means to fall in love for the very first

time.

ISBN: 9781989365144

March 10, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 264pp

7.0M reads

Young Adult Fiction / 

Romance / LGBT

YAF052040, YAF031000,

YAF011000



Sweet romance

After losing his leg in a terrible car

accident, Jonas Avery can’t wait to

start over and go away to college.

Brennan Davis, on the other hand,

would like nothing more than to

stay home and go to school, so she

can keep her anxiety in check.

When the two accidentally meet the

summer before they move away,

they’re pulled closer to taking the

biggest leap of all—falling in love.

ISBN: 9781989365069

February 25, 2020

$17.99/$22.99

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 432 pp

2.4M reads

YA Contemporary

YAF052010, YAF023010,

YAF037000

ISBN: 9780993689956

Sept 10, 2019

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 336pp

2.8M reads

Flying high above the big top has

always been Corey Ryder’s

passion. Trained as a trapeze

artist from a young age, it’s the

only life she’s ever known—but

when a tragic accident puts a halt

to the traveling circus she calls

home, she’s forced to a standstill.YA Contemporary

YAF011000, YAF036000, 

YAF018000

 



Mythical romance

As a member of the Hellenicus, a

race founded in antiquity and

descended directly from the Greek

gods, Avery Montgomery will soon

attend the First Gathering andgain

the ability to entwine her thoughts

with her destined soul mate. But

there’s a problem. Avery has

feelings for two men.

ISBN: 9781989365120

August 25, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 288pp

10.6M reads

YA Paranormal Romance

YAF052050, YAF030020,

YAF019010

ISBN: 9780993689932

October 1, 2019

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 384pp

55.7M reads

When teen Lila Black arrives at

Cupid’s Matchmaking Service

intent on stopping them from

spamming her, her world is

turned inside out when she learns

not only that cupids exist, but that

she’s been matched with the

infamous god of love, Cupid.YA Contemporary

YAF052050, YAF045000,

YAF030020



Mysteries

When smart and charismatic teen

Colton Crest disappears, and is

later found dead, his best friend,

Elliot Parker, is pulled into a

psychological manhunt to track

down a killer who’s determined to

toy with him at every step.

ISBN: 9781989365106

March 3, 2020

$17.99/$22.99

Hardcover

5.25" x 8.25" 360pp

7.3M reads

YA Mystery

YAF062000, YAF042000,

YAF058120

ISBN: 9781989365182

July 7, 2020

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 336pp

1.4M reads

Five years after almost drowning,

Olivia Cathart returns home

determined to face her fears. But

life in the sleepy town has

changed, and no one and nothing

is as it seems.

YA Thriller

YAF062000, YAF011000, 

YAF058140



Paranormal mysteries

There have always been rumors

that East Township High School

has a doorway that can access

multiple timelines and realities, a

place known as Down World. But as

students Marina and Brady will find

out, even a realm of infinite

possibilities has rules that must be

obeyed.

ISBN: 9781989365236

March 30, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 376pp

333K reads

YA Paranormal

YAF045000, YAF011000,

YAF018070

ISBN: 9781989365533

January 19, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 400pp

5.2M  reads

Emilee is obsessed with The

Famoux—the beautiful stars of

the reality TV show the Fishbowl.

When she receives an offer to join

them, she leaves behind

everything she’s ever known. But

behind their perfect image lies an

ugly truth, and being popular

really is a matter of life or death.

YA Science Fiction

YAF003000, YAF058030, 

YAF015000



Thriller/Horror

Milena has always believed that

her village was being stalked by

murderous wolves who take

human form. But a chance

encounter with their leader Elias

leaves her questioning everything.

As they are drawn to one another

Milena and Elias must decide if

they will trust their instincts or

each other.

ISBN: 9781989365496

July 13, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 304 pp

1.2M reads

YA Paranormal

YAF068000, YAF019030,

YAF052050

ISBN: 9781989365342

July 27, 2021

$10.99/$14.99

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

1.6M reads

In an effort to stop the constant

bullying from her classmates,

Mildred skeptically buys a

revenge curse. But when she

begins losing her memory and

students are found dead, she

realizes that she may have bought

more than she bargained for.YA Humorous Black Comedy

YAF027010, YAF045000, 

YAF058020







Wattpad’s vision

Wattpad’s vision is to entertain and connect the world

through stories. Using the power of community and

technology, the global multiplatform entertainment company

is unleashing thefull potential of stories to the world—in any
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